
Luxury Sinkware & Accessories







The Zomodo Boutique Collection features 5 high-end, luxury, show-stopping sinkware ranges:

Integrato Q | Butler Q | Cayman Q | Stratus Q | Panama Q

Q sinks are specially designed for the modern executive kitchen. With unparalleled quality, workman-

ship and style, your Q sink is sure to be the highlight of your kitchen. Hand crafted from the highest 

quality SUS304 stainless steel, the Q sinkware is made to last.

The Q collections have a large range of stylish, supremely functional, fitted kitchen accessories; 

Fibre-Rock® cutting boards & platters, colanders, drainer trays, bottom grids, prep-bowls, salad 

bowl/boards, eco-sinks, dish mats, drainer baskets, knife blocks, lotion dispensers, oil bottles, spice 

bottles, and more.

Zomodo Boutique is brought to you by the Zomodo Group. Zomodo’s innovative kitchen products 

bring functional modern designed products to your home. Zomodo uses only the best materials and 

newest technology to produce to the highest quality standard. Our creative and dedicated team ensure 

that our customers across the globe receive both outstanding products and personalised service.

The Q sink models listed in this catalogue are available and in stock from Zomodo Canada. For the full 

Q sink model list, please visit zomodoboutique.com, all sinks are available via Zomodo’s ‘On-Demand’ 

Program. Please enquire with your Zomodo Boutique retailer for more details.  
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Fully Kitted

All Q sinks are fully kitted out with a number of stylish, 

versatile and supremely functional kitchen accessories, to 

give you the ultimate home chef experience.

Fibre-Rock® 

Zomodo’s unique midnight black Fibre-Rock® wood-fibre 

composite kitchen accessories, perfectly integrate & 

enhance the style and functionality of the Q sink collection.

16ga SS

All Q sinkware is crafted from extra thick 16ga SUS 304 

stainless steel for long-lasting durability.
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Recessed Waste

Using a specially crafted tool, Q sinkware have a deeper 

recessed waste kit so the waste kit cover sits flush with the 

bottom of the sink bowl.

No Crease Lines

Unlike regular fabricated (hand-made) sinks with crease 

lines in the bottom of the bowl to create water fall towards 

the waste kit, our Q range has a specially formed sink 

bottom that allows fall without the lines, creating a smooth 

minimalist style.









INTEGRATO Q

Do you want a sink that is more than a sink? A unique focal point to your kitchen, that will turn 

you into a master chef? Introducing the Integrato Q, the ultimate at home chef's station. An 

innovative sink design with not one, but two accessory rails, which allow you to layer the vast 

range of accessories, in a functional way that enables you to prep, clean & chop with efficiency.
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Scan here for IQ accessory 
demonstration video



Bar/Prep Sink
IQC285
W314 × D450 × H246 mm
W125⁄8" × D17¾" × H9¾"
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Colander

COC-29Q
A great accessory to drain vegetables, 
fruit, pasta, or use as a drying container
to drain glasses or cutlery.

Fibre-Rock® 
Full Sink Cover (1)

SCF282Q
Fibre-Rock® Sink Covers fully enclose 
your sink, so it disappears and extends 
your bench space. The boards can also 
be used as a cutting surface, hot-pan 
trivet or stylish serving platter.
(Wall hooks for board storage included)
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Large Single Sink

IQC760
W790 × D452 × H252 mm
W311⁄8" × D17¾" × H10"
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Colander

COC-29Q

Prep Bowls / Condiment
Serving Board (3)

ASC05Q

RHS
Dish Mat
CNC3840RQ

Use it as a draining rack over your new 
sink or to protect your bench space from 
hot pots and pans, then fold it up to store 
in a drawer until the next time you need it.

Mixing Bowl with 
Lid & Grater Attachments

ASC09Q
Multi use kitchen accessory, with a 
fitted lid and 3 grater/slicing 
attachments, surrounded by a 
sturdy Fibre-Rock® board.

A great accessory to drain vegetables, 
fruit, pasta, or use as a drying 
container to drain glasses or cutlery.

3 perfectly sized condiment bowls, made 
from stainless steel, perfect for serving, or 
ingredient prep bowls for cooking. 

Fibre-Rock® 
Full Sink Covers (4)

SCF252Q
Fibre-Rock® Sink Covers fully enclose your sink, 
so it disappears and extends your bench space. 
The boards can also be used as a cutting 
surface, hot-pan trivet or stylish serving platter.
(Wall hooks for board storage included)

PapaChu
(3)
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Super Single Sink
IQC1100
W1130 × D542 × H252 mm
W44½" × D17¾" × H10"



Fibre-Rock® 
Full Sink Covers (4)

SCF274Q
Fibre-Rock® Sink Covers fully enclose 
your sink, so it disappears and extends 
your bench space. The boards can also 
be used as a cutting surface, hot-pan 
trivet or stylish serving platter.
(Wall hooks for board storage included)

RHS 
Dish Mat

CNC3840RQ
Use it as a draining rack over your new 
sink or to protect your bench space from 
hot pots and pans, then fold it up to store 
in a drawer until the next time you need it.

Mixing Bowl with 
Lid & Grater Attachments

ASC09Q
Multi use kitchen accessory, with a 
fitted lid and 3 grater/slicing 
attachments, Surrounded by a 
sturdy Fibre-Rock® board.

Fibre-Rock® 
Small Chopping Board 

CBF260Q
Fibre-Rock® is a hardwearing & 
eco-friendly wood fibre composite 
material that provides a food-safe, 
knife friendly, smooth surface with 
non-slip silicon feet. 

Colander

COC-29Q
A great accessory to drain vegetables, 
fruit, pasta, or use as a drying 
container to drain glasses or cutlery.

Eco-Sink
Small Wash Bowl

ESC380Q
A small hand-crafted stainless steel sink 
bowl with its own plug, drops into your 
main Integrato Q sink bowl, sitting on 
the tier 2 accessory rail, so that you can 
wash and rinse without wasting water.

Prep Bowls / Condiment
Serving Board (3)

ASC05Q
3 perfectly sized condiment bowls, made 
from stainless steel, perfect for serving, or 
ingredient prep bowls for cooking. 
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Wire 
Drying Basket

DRC024Q
The ideal accessory to drain plates, bowls, 
pots, pans, cups & cutlery, right inside your 
sink, out of sight.
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Black Pearl Super Single Sink
IQC1100-BK
W1130 × D542 × H252 mm
W44½" × D17¾" × H10"
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Wire 
Drying Basket

DRC024Q-BK
The ideal accessory to drain plates, bowls, 
pots, pans, cups & cutlery, right inside your 
sink, out of sight.

Colander

COC-29Q-BK
A great accessory to drain vegetables, 
fruit, pasta, or use as a drying 
container to drain glasses or cutlery.

Eco-Sink
Small Wash Bowl

ESC380Q-BK
A small hand-crafted stainless steel sink 
bowl with its own plug, drops into your 
main Integrato Q sink bowl, sitting on 
the tier 2 accessory rail, so that you can 
wash and rinse without wasting water.

Fibre-Rock® 
Full Sink Covers (4)

SCF274Q
Fibre-Rock® Sink Covers fully enclose 
your sink, so it disappears and extends 
your bench space. The boards can also 
be used as a cutting surface, hot-pan 
trivet or stylish serving platter.
(Wall hooks for board storage included)

RHS 
Dish Mat

CNC3840RQ-BK
Use it as a draining rack over your new 
sink or to protect your bench space from 
hot pots and pans, then fold it up to store 
in a drawer until the next time you need it.

Mixing Bowl with 
Lid & Grater Attachments

ASC09Q
Multi use kitchen accessory, with a 
fitted lid and 3 grater/slicing 
attachments, Surrounded by a 
sturdy Fibre-Rock® board.

Fibre-Rock® 
Small Chopping Board 

CBF260Q
Fibre-Rock® is a hardwearing & 
eco-friendly wood fibre composite 
material that provides a food-safe, 
knife friendly, smooth surface with 
non-slip silicon feet. 

Prep Bowls / Condiment
Serving Board (3)

ASC05Q
3 perfectly sized condiment bowls, made 
from stainless steel, perfect for serving, or 
ingredient prep bowls for cooking. 


